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Buddha Groove Launches Inspirational Website

Enkindleme.com offers inspirational art, images, quotes and stories.

New York, NY (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- Online retailer Buddha Groove has announced a new companion
website featuring inspiring art, photography and writing. The site’s creators explain that Enkindleme.com, is an
easy-to-navigate page meant for “anyone, from any background, seeking light inspiration and gentle
motivation.”

Enkindleme.com’s colorful content includes original pencil drawings, digital art, and inspirational handwritten
messages speaking to themes such as happiness, peacefulness, mindfulness, self-belief and encouragement.

www.enkindleme.comalso features a wealth of quotes from artists, writers and notable humanitarians
throughout history. Each well-known saying is presented along with peaceful images (think empty deserts,
dew-soaked lotus flowers, etc.) designed to promote serenity and quiet contemplation.

The site’s creators emphasize that Enkindleme.com is designed to evoke “…relaxing elements of natural green
spaces,” encouraging visitors to linger as they would in a park or garden, taking as much time as needed to
process any idea or inspiration.

Enkindleme.com is hosted on a Tumblr blogging platform, allowing visitors to easily “like” and share their
favorite inspirational content with friends and family across the web.

About EnkindleMe:
Enkindleme.com is a visual inspirational website created in partnership with Buddha Groove, an online store
dedicated to finding and sharing products that feed the spirit, inspire the mind, and revive the body. Enkindleme
and Buddha Groove are both based in New York City.
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Contact Information
Chris T.
Buddha Groove
http://www.enkindleme.com
800.986.1619

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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